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Abstract The paper describes a study of the contexts of six teams, expert in research and

development of digital media for learning mathematics, who cross-experimented in

classrooms with the use of each other’s artefacts. Contextual issues regarding the designed

tasks and technologies, the socio-systemic milieu and the ways in which the researchers

worked with the teachers were in focus. We analysed the ways in which a set of mutually

constructed and negotiated questions aiming to illuminate otherwise tacit contextual issues

operated as boundary objects amongst the teams. We discuss the need to develop special

tools such as these boundary objects in order to elicit issues of context and the ways they

may affect the production of theory.
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1 Introduction

The development and use of digital tools as well as the research on technology enhanced

learning of mathematics have limited impact on the educational practices developed in

schools. It has been pointed out that this situation is due partly to the fragmentation of the

existing theoretical frameworks in the field of mathematics education (Artigue 2008).

Theoretical constructs on learning mathematics have inevitably been affected by the

contexts within which the respective research was carried out. We suggest that the frag-

mentation amongst these and the lack of visible coherent differences in the use of terms,

connections, complementarities and incommensurabilities amongst them is largely due to

both that they emerged from different contexts and that the languages developed to

describe these contexts has hitherto been rather weak. Research on the use of digital
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media—often characterised by a design to question or even to make changes to actual

contexts in school—exacerbates the bluntness in our ways of incorporating the role of

context and the language we use for that purpose.

In this paper we discuss the notion of context in mathematics education research

highlighting why and how the use of digital media enhances the importance of investi-

gating ways to address contextual issues seriously in order to avoid fragmentation in the

emerging collective theoretical knowledge. This work is part of the collaborative work

developed within the European TELMA project aiming to promote integration amongst the

approaches followed by the six participating research teams when engaged in experimental

research (Bottino and Kynigos, this issue). The aim was to enhance the cohesion of the

emerging knowledge concerning the design and use of digital technologies—termed as

Interactive Learning Environments (ILEs) within the project—in the teaching and learning

of mathematics. In this respect our aim was not to address the influence of context in the

productions of research teams theoretically, but rather to focus on the ways in which

contextual issues and concerns may influence researchers’ practices when they design,

implement and analyse teaching experiments based on the use of ILEs.

As described in Bottino and Kynigos (this issue) the six European research teams

engaged in cross-experimentation research where each team carried out one teaching

experiment with an ILE developed by another TELMA team. We were engaged in cross-

team communication to co-design concrete research experiments as a step towards inte-

grating the developed research approaches. The process required being explicit about

research choices, theories, contexts and use of representations when collaborative design

and implementation is taking place. We wanted to focus on the reality in which the teams

conduct research and to capture the explicitness emerging from the need to communicate

over a variety of issues concerning digital tool and experiment design and the analysis of

tool use. We took into account the contexts within which the different teams designed

digital tools, developed theories, addressed schools and carried out research in real

classroom settings. Thus, we adopted a pragmatic view of context involving diverse fea-

tures such as the organisational pragmatics of the design and use of digital media, the ways

in which didactical interventions are materialised in schools and the nature of communi-

cation between teachers and researchers, the modalities of employment of specific ILEs in

real classroom situations and the wider milieu within which experimental work takes place.

In this paper we describe the development of a methodological tool for context analysis,

and the ways in which we used it to investigate the role of contextual issues in the design,

implementation and analysis of the cross-experiments developed by the TELMA teams.

Initially, we attempted to map out the operational details which would allow a deeper

understanding of the diverse practices and cultures underlying the research approaches

followed by each team which were in principle very different. We then transformed them

into questions which were categorised in clusters of relevant contextual concerns aiming to

address aspects of the design and/or use of digital artefacts and their possible effects on

practice. The methodological tool for context analysis consisted of these questions which

played the role of research tools for integration. They were mutually constructed and

negotiated to achieve a higher level of integration through joint research experience by

addressing aspects of design, implementation and analysis at an operational level of

practical research needs. Our aim was to directly address the problem of how a group of

researchers, working in diverse teams, can strive to understand and make use of each

other’s work. As we subsequently discuss, we perceived the methodological tool for

context analysis as an example of an artefact designed as a ‘boundary object’ (in the sense

of Star and Griesemer 1989) between such teams in the attempt to make a research study
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understood in depth from outside the context in which it took place. The changes made to

this tool through negotiation amongst the six teams as well as the ways in which it helped

the teams to communicate and understand each other are thus discussed. Although this task

was very concrete and with well defined time and resource constraints we hoped that it

might contribute to the development of research tools for addressing the complexities

involved in integrating different research approaches in technology enhanced learning of

mathematics. It is important to mention that we perceive this process of refining the tool as

continuous; these changes continued after the end of this particular cross-experimentation

in the framework of a subsequent project involving the same teams (project ReMath1)

where more comprehensive experimentations were carried out including the design and

development of new ILEs.

After briefly discussing the main interpretations of context in educational research in the

last 30 years we refer to how this notion has been taken into account in the mathematics

education community. The first section of the paper ends up with justifying why the design

and use of technological tools seems to provide a fertile terrain for studying the role of

contextual issues in experimental research on the teaching and learning of mathematics.

Then, we refer to the notion of boundary objects and how this was taken into consideration

in the process of developing the methodological tool for context analysis. Next, there is a

brief description of the TELMA approach, consisting of the main group’s objectives in

relation to context and the cross-experimentation in terms of the ILEs used and the

experiments set up by the teams. We then give an account of the development of the

methodological tool for context analysis in experimental research. In the next section of the

paper, we focus on some exemplary cases within the cross-experimentation and compare

the different ways by which the six diverse teams coped with contextual issues described

by the aforementioned methodological tool. Finally, we discuss the results highlighting the

potential and constraints of our approach to study the impact of contextual issues on

research practice. It is important to note that in developing and using the methodological

tool for context analysis we did not intend to simplify the notion of context nor disregard

its inherent complexity. Rather, our analysis indicates no more than the possibilities for

gaining insight into the complex contextual issues involved in integrating research

approaches taking place in different experimental settings.

2 The Notion of Context

Although the notion of context is at the core of modern educational research, there is no

generally accepted definition of it in the literature. Definitions of context are not neces-

sarily made explicit in the respective papers, and even when this is the case the reader is

not provided with enough information about the ways in which it has influenced the

respective research work. Researchers, for instance, often use the terms ‘context of school’

or ‘context of the classroom’ in written or spoken form of language in a rather un-

problematic way. The problematic nature of these terms, however, becomes apparent in

cases when researchers attempt to transcend specific educational environments in specific

research approaches in a variety of didactic cultures of different countries.

Context has been described as ‘‘perhaps the most prevalent term used to index the

circumstances of behaviour’’ (Cole 1996, p. 132). Cole (1996) brought into play two

1 ‘ReMath’: Representing Mathematics with Digital Media FP6, IST-4, STREP 026751 (2005–2009),
http://remath.cti.gr.
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metaphors for defining it. The first one considers context as embedded and refers to that

which surrounds and the second one considers context as interactive/dynamic and refers to

that which weaves together. As far as teaching in the classroom is concerned, the first

metaphor of context situates specific teachers and their classes in a specific type of school

(e.g., scientific, vocational), using particular resources (e.g., sets of artefacts) and following

a curricula of a national educational system. While indicating a concrete external situation,

context in this view can be considered as inextricably linked with human activity taking

place within particular surrounding layers (Cole 1996). The participants in the classroom,

however, develop their activities through their engagement in performing particular tasks

and subsequently in meaning-generation processes which cannot be considered as prede-

termined or static. Human actions and interactions in this case constitute aspects of context

emerging in a social setting. According thus to the second metaphor of an interactive/

dynamic context, any attempt to focus on particular aspects of the teaching/learning pro-

cess demands a more dialectic and dynamic conception of context as interrelated with the

interaction between the individual and the social within particular surroundings. In this

view context can be considered as weaving together rather than surrounding, i.e. spreading

between people and their activities within particular institutional settings.

Historically, there has been a significant shift in the ways by which the mathematics

education research community took into account the notion of context in the respective

studies. In the past, the importance of contextual concerns was not emphasized by research

since the research paradigm within the education field was mainly experimental aiming to

describe learning phenomena through generalized models. In this perspective context-

dependency was something to be ignored or even ‘minimised’ as much as possible. It

seemed as though there was only implicit recognition of the complexity of human learning

and the processes for supporting this learning. In the cases where it was recognized that

there might be factors influencing some educational process outside the ones under scru-

tiny, the researcher’s stance was to try to ‘neutralize’ them rather than to include them in

the analysis of the data as for example in conventional control and experimental group

situations (Pea and Kurland 1984). In the wake of this initial trend, most of the research

was of a ‘diagnostic’ character, aiming to identify learning difficulties and student mis-

conceptions by means of research ‘instruments’ (e.g., questionnaires, tests).

From as far back as the end of the 1970s (for a critique of experimental design see

Papert 1987), a questioning of this approach led to alternative research paradigms

including factors influencing the learning process, such as the situated cognition movement

(Lave 1988). Since then, there has been a vast move towards the recognition of the

complexity of human thinking and learning, perceiving humans as social beings using

cultural artifacts such as oral language, written expression and technology, for commu-

nication (Bartolini Bussi 1996). Every explanation of context, then, is essentially related

with some kind of a physical and cultural environment and learning is considered as

embedded in social situations calling for tool-mediated activity and active involvement in

meaning generation.

A basic tenet of the tool-mediated activity approach to the mathematics education field

is that a contextual ‘‘view’’ of learning has been adopted by several scholars for a relatively

long time now (Bishop 1988; Bauersfeld 1988). Several studies have focused on the

influence of context on students’ mathematical behaviour incorporating broader analyses of

social and cultural factors in any meaning-making process (e.g., the language of the

problem at hand, the resources available, the discourse developed within particular social

settings). An early focus was on the situated nature of human cognition which is bound by

specific settings with their own discourse and meaning-making mechanisms (a notable
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example is the research on ‘street mathematics’ reported by Nunes et al. 1993). Similar

insights confirming the centrality of context in student’s mathematical activity have been at

the core of new movements such as ethnomathematics (Keitel et al. 1989) and the political

dimensions underlying mathematics education (Skovsmose 1994). In the course of time a

significant number of research studies highlighted the need to specify the level of context

to which they attend aiming to examine the role of particular contextual aspects in the

formation of mathematical knowledge by the students. Wedege (1999) summarised that

two main meanings of context have been brought into play in the respective studies: the

‘situation context’ (e.g., workplace, classroom social context, computer-based learning

environments, etc.) (see for instance Educational Studies in Mathematics ‘Special Issue’:

cf. Vol. 31, Nos. 1–2, 1996) and the ‘task context’ (e.g., everyday life situations used for

bridging the gap between the students’ informal knowledge and formal mathematics, see

for instance studies involved in the Realistic Mathematics Education movement, Grave-

meijer 1994; Gravemeijer and Doorman 1999). Clarke and Helme (1998) pointed out that

task context and situation context act complementarily and they are constructed individ-

ually by an agent every time she/he gets involved in a setting. In that sense context apart

from being considered as a synonym for a concrete situation it can be characterised as a

conceptual framework for mathematical reasoning as well.

A common characteristic of any consideration of context as it emerges from the above

as well as other subsequent studies is its dynamic nature. Van Oers (1998) drawing on

Vygotsky, Leont’ev and their followers proposed an activity approach that goes beyond

‘‘overly simplistic notions of context as ‘situation’ or ‘some configuration of circum-

stances’’’ (p. 482). His approach, rather, places context making (‘contextualising’) as a

central element for understanding context in terms of dynamical features of the activities to

be carried out by the participants in a setting. These are related with determining particular

goals, examining prior experiences, identifying available means and making sense of

actions to be performed. Thus, context constituted by the actions of the participants in a

community of learners cannot be articulated by a pre-given structure but emerges as a

dynamic process of discursive structuring (i.e. construction and negotiation of meanings

during the activity) which affect fundamentally the respective research approaches in terms

of design and analysis.

The above view is similar to that of Paul Cobb and his group (Cobb and Yackel 1996)

who coined the term ‘emergent perspectives’ to signify how analyzing the data through one

lens left the group unhappy about the extent to which they could explain teaching and

learning phenomena in mathematics classrooms. This resulted in the group going back to

the same data and looking at it from different perspectives, in this case, bringing into

account the classroom social norms influencing teacher and student behaviors. Kynigos

and Theodossopoulou (2001) used this approach by studying the same data concerning

small group work in mathematics with computers in the classroom through an ‘emic’ a

dialogical and a social perspective.

We intend to highlight two points that stem from the above review of the literature on

context and they are related to the present study. First, the shift of the focus of investigation

in the field of mathematics education community to study context not as a backdrop of the

teachers’/students’ activities but rather as an integral part of the teaching/learning process

that influences the research objectives, the followed approach as well as the analysis of the

results. Second, the lack of direct references to wider aspects of context that underlie the

design, implementation and analysis of a teaching experiment in real educational settings.

Although context seems to be considered by the researchers as a means to describe and

understand the learning environment, it has not been explicitly related to their research
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practice before, during and after the implementation of a teaching experiment. Never-

theless, important aspects of context which remain implicit in most published papers might

influence the ways in which the educational processes are studied, the ways in which

educational environments are generated and sustained as well as the methods, collabora-

tion, interaction and organizational structure behind researchers’ productions (e.g.,

research projects, ways of developing educational materials). Additionally, there is a lack

of research attempts aiming to address the diversity of approaches towards context in

different didactic cultures and settings.

The present study involves different research teams which were engaged in co-

designing concrete research experiments based on the use of digital tools as a step towards

integrating the developed research approaches. We were interested in gaining further

understanding on how diverse contextual issues related to the wider milieu within which

experimental work with digital tools takes place (e.g., how didactical interventions are

materialised in different school settings, aspects of communication between teachers and

researchers) may influence researchers’ practices when they design, implement and analyse

teaching experiments based on the use of ILEs.

2.1 The Use of Technology as a Research Field for Contextual Issues in Mathematics

Education

Our choice to focus on context and to use research on teaching and learning mathematics

with technologies as a window for studying it results from several reasons related to (a) the

progressive sensitivity of mathematics education community towards context and (b) the

exacerbation of the importance of addressing contextual issues in research with digital

media in real educational settings.

First, the mathematics education community appears more and more sensitive to the role

of context as a critical issue underlying existing difficulties in terms of appropriation of

research rationales and results, in terms of exchanges and communication between different

communities (e.g., researchers, educators, policy makers), in terms of exploitation of

knowledge, in terms of relationships between research and practice. This sensitivity is

attested by the increasing number of projects and publications addressing these issues. The

second reason is linked to the fact that research involving the use of digital technologies

seems an interesting terrain for investigating such issues. Aspects of context are challenged,

actors are perturbed, new kinds of mathematical teaching and learning and new kinds of

mathematical meanings are generated. We will briefly mention some key characteristics of

using digital media in classrooms which enhance the importance of addressing context.

2.1.1 The Innovative Character of Digital Technologies and the Interventionist Design
of New Settings for Teaching and Learning

As pointed out by Artigue (2008) digital technologies have been considered as a tool for

educational change, a tool for enabling the implementation of innovative didactic strategies

more in line with the principles underlying educational research for opening new windows

in teaching and learning. From a research point of view, the use of digital tools in the

teaching and learning process signified a need to explore the nature of computationally-

mediated settings with a dual purpose to gain insight into meaning-making processes and

simultaneously to design new computational environments that can act as a support for

students to develop new meanings (Hoyles and Noss 2003). Thus, the respective research

objectives in the field were centered around what was learned, in which ways and in which
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context. This has taken researchers along paths which, for example, involve re-addressing

the relationship between quantitative and qualitative research techniques and developing

new research tools, coining new terms to describe emerging phenomena as well as to

theorize on the contingency of specific technologies and tools in knowledge construction.

2.1.2 The Resistance of Schooling to the Educational Legitimacy of Computer
Technologies

Artigue (2000) discusses legitimacy as a central issue underlying the opposition between

the poor educational exploitation of digital technologies in contrast to their high social and

scientific appreciation. She mentions that the high social status of computer technology has

been contributed to relatively high expectations for rapid improvement of teaching and

learning in schools. Thus, computer technologies have been ‘asked’ to guarantee that

norms and practices would be quickly challenged into progress through their use although

‘‘values and norms of mathematics learning and teaching are still defined with respect to

the mathematical needs and practices associated with paper and pencil environments.’’

(ibid., p. 8). Since early expectations of that kind have been frustrated over years, the

tension between schooling and the use of computers in mathematics tends to generate ‘‘an

inevitable vicious cycle of disillusion.’’ (Hoyles et al. 2004, p. 311). It is as if learning

environments based on the use of digital media were originally designed as elastic bands

which would ‘pull’ educational practices into a higher rate of development. Not only is this

not happening but instead the distance between designed and actual practices is increasing

as our knowledge and technological means and infrastructure improve.

2.1.3 The Underestimation of the Complicated Ways in Which Mathematical
Knowledge is Transformed by the Use of Computers

This is a key issue concerning the complex ways in which mathematical knowledge is

transformed by the computers’ presence in the classroom. At a first level, the use of

computers in the teaching of mathematics requires an analysis of tool characteristics and

functionalities as well as the identification of the links between the technological repre-

sentation of mathematical objects and its relation to the traditional means of representation.

Indeed, there is growing evidence that discrepancies of the computer-based representations

with the standard mathematical knowledge complicate further the issue of legitimacy of the

mathematical meanings generated by the students’ interaction with computational tools

(Artigue 2000). At the second level, there is a need to recognize the balance between the

technical and the conceptual aspects underlying the students’ mathematical work in

computer-based environments. Although the enhanced wealth, specificity and dynamic-

consequential nature of representations and functionalities afforded by digital media

provides a catalyst for richer experience with mathematics there is a difficulty to estimate

the complexity of instrumental genesis which, in turn, necessitates a conception of the

changed student body of mathematical knowledge (Artigue 2002).

2.1.4 The Complex Strand of Contextual Issues Characterizing the Research Related
to the Design and Use of ICT Tools

In research involving the development and use of technological tools there are

specific contextual issues other than the ones usually treated in education research which

have to do with the educational process in general. A large number (if not the majority) of
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technology-based research in education involves design of some educational process,

intervention in the everyday life and habits within learning situations and the infusion of

some kind of innovation (i.e. change) with respect to practices, tools, learning domain,

social milieu etc. (see Nardi 1996 for an activity theory perspective to illuminate context

through human–computer interaction in real settings). Moreover, since most of the research

teams are involved in design and development of technological tools, the contextual

complexity should not be overlooked. The one involving the types and methods of design

and development work and how these influence the characteristics of the tools and the

nature of intervention in the school, as well as the research questions themselves. Apart

from the educational process, aspects of context, other types of aspect—such as socio-

systemic and technology development—are seldom explicitly described in educational

research publications. However, as argued by diSessa et al. (2004), these issues do matter

and greatly influence the types of technology emerging from the teams and the kinds of use

they are put to in the educational context.

Research in the use of digital technologies in teaching and learning situations has thus

taken on the issue of design very seriously to the extent where the recently articulated

‘design research’ method (Cobb et al. 2003) is predominantly used in this field. The

paradigm of this research is that an innovation is designed by the researcher who then

takes part in its implementation in an educational organisation. This requires the aspects

of how the organisation responds to the innovation to be made explicit. Implementation

of the innovation creates some kind of ‘perturbation’ to use Laborde’s term (2001)

articulated in the context of teacher education. The difficulty is thus to identify which

aspects of the teaching and learning activity are influenced by the perturbation and in

which way. The researcher also has the daunting task to dissociate from her/his personal

experience of engagement in the design and implementation in order to get a clearer

view of the teaching and learning processes and gain some disaffection with the issue of

the extent to which the implementation was ‘successful’. This issue poses an inherent

difficulty in the process of making contextual issues explicit and new tools and methods

on the one hand, but on the other the process itself is such that the issue cannot be

avoided.

Taking into account the existing fragmentation related to the contexts within which

experimental research is situated, in this paper we adopt a pragmatic view of context

focusing on diverse features such as the organisational pragmatics of design and devel-

opment of digital media, the researchers’ epistemological and pedagogical assumptions

and approaches, the school contexts and the wider socio-systemic milieu within which

empirical interventionist design research is carried out.

3 Boundary Objects as Vehicles for Integration

In the previous sections we highlighted the relatively recent and gradual recognition of the

critical role of context in learning mathematics both at a local task and classroom level and

at an institutional and wider cultural level. We also mentioned that research approaches on

uses of digital media often create perturbation in schools which brings to the foreground

aspects of context, but at the same time makes it much more complicated to understand

what we are seeing in terms of the potential of using digital tools for the learning of

mathematics. It is thus crucial to find tools, techniques and methods to facilitate the

emergence of an explicit language to discuss the critical aspects of context and to make

connections amongst different contexts.
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The cross-experimentation methodology adopted by the TEMA group was designed as a

setting for such a language to emerge. Within the framework of cross-experimentation a

deeper communication between diverse teams became an operational need. We felt that it

was necessary, however, to develop tools to facilitate the emergence of such a language. In

that sense the research tools first mentioned in the introduction were designed in order to

bring about interactions between the groups which would enhance mutual understanding of

each other’s perspectives, activities, constructs and digital media. These tools have been

playing the role of artefacts mutually designed constructed and argued over to achieve a

higher level of integration. A useful way to think of those tools is to associate them with

the notion of ‘boundary objects’.

The notion of ‘boundary objects’ was originally coined by Star and Griesemer (1989) to

denote artifacts over which different communities engage in debate, argumentation or

negotiation, originally perceiving these artifacts in distinct ways. Different communities,

such as for instance, developers of digital media and educational designers, are often

dismayed as they realize that when put together to construct a piece of software for

mathematical learning, they are faced with intense miscommunication. The different

epistemologies, histories of thinking, terminology used and know-how have resulted in

years of frustration within the European setting when respective research teams have

received funding to jointly construct digital media to learn mathematics (Kynigos 2002).

However, the fact that these communities have inevitably been engaged in argumentation

and communication in the process of the joint construction of an artifact places that artifact

in the role of a boundary object. Communication and mutual understanding is generated in

conjunction with and as a corollary to the building of the artifact. Communal design can

generate the need to be explicit, to reflect and to express meanings through argumentation

(Kynigos 2007). Issues of artifact functionalities, such as the creation and handling of

mathematical objects, properties and relations, the representations used, the ways in which

they are expected to be used by students, the pertinent aspects around this kind of use and

this kind of mathematical activity all come to the foreground. Issues of roles between

communities (who decides what), timing of activities, degree of positivism in design also

arise and need to be dealt with. What makes an artifact a boundary object in this case is that

the communities collaboratively work towards a common goal to jointly construct and

make changes to the artifact in question. They may have an ideal artifact designed in detail

from the start and argue over how to create it, or they may realize that in the process of

creating it hitherto implicit issues of design emerge giving the artifact the status of an

improvable object (Scardamalia and Bereiter 2003). It is that status which can generate

explicitness amongst the communities. This artifact is both the centre of the activity, and

also functions as a communicational tool to shape a common language within the

community.

Cobb et al. (2003) extend this notion by proposing that the term ‘‘boundary objects’’ can

refer to specific objects within different communities, which are relatively transparent

means of conveying meaning among the members of the community who created them.

They can also be the centre around which community members organize their activities

and can additionally operate as tools for communication among the members of the same

community, and the members of other communities.

In TELMA we were interested in the issue of how to design artifacts so that they can

best facilitate emergent explicitness amongst research communities. Hoyles et al. (2004),

mention that digital artifacts can be designed to play the role of boundary objects in

reference to the ways they are used to generate communication over mathematical ideas

between learners and teachers. These ideas would otherwise be bound to the situations in
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which they emerged. In this paper we discuss the research tools we designed to play that

role in the cross-experimentation activities as boundary objects intentionally used for the

integration process. These were in the form of a set of questions pertaining to contextual

issues which were meant to sharpen as a result of the process of answers given by the

different teams and criticism provided by them with respect to how well they were

understood.

4 The TELMA Approach

4.1 The TELMA Group’s Objectives

As mentioned by Bottino and Kynigos (this issue), the initial part of the collaborative

work of the TELMA teams was based on the theoretical analysis of the team’s prior

work. This proved useful for improving mutual understanding and allowed identifying

the TELMA teams’ common concerns, e.g., contextual, social and cultural dimensions

of learning, instrumental aspects of the use of ILEs, etc. (we use the term ‘concerns’

similarly to the sense of Artigue et al., this issue). However, it also revealed a diversity

of ways in which these concerns were dealt with. This was mainly due to the variety of

theoretical frameworks used by the teams (ibid.), the different contexts concerning the

complex system of both immediate and broad goals, social and cultural values, indi-

vidual and institutional relationships, tools and finally due to those situational, social and

cultural elements within which individuals act and which influence the individuals’

activity itself (Kynigos 2005). Furthermore, from a methodological point of view, it also

made it evident that the diversity of the ways each team dealt with contextual concerns

in the design and/or use of digital artefacts remained largely implicit in most published

papers, and the data one would like to access in order to understand this role better were

rarely provided. Our understanding of the possible effects on practice thus remained

superficial.

The cross-experimentation methodology was thus developed in order to overcome the

limitations of trying to discriminate contextual issues by analysing academic publications.

It was felt that engaging with the cross-experiments would allow us to gain more intimate

insight into each team’s respective research and design practices since it would be based on

some common research experience. In the domain of context the primary aims of the cross-

experimentation were to investigate:

• the nature of the contexts within which the research teams function in design,

development and learning research and

• the ways that the use of technology influences the production of tools, the study of

learning and the learning process itself.

In this process, the collaborative design of the cross-experimentation, the elaborations

by the teams of their methodologies, and the comparison of analyses by different teams of

the same ILE was expected to elucidate the ways in which each team perceived the

contextual issues as having a bearing on how the tool was approached and used. For

instance, the choices made by each team to ‘‘tune’’ the use of the same tool according to

their own pedagogical perspectives and research frameworks; coherences and differences

in the ways in which particular representations were perceived and put to use in the

different teams; the explicitation of the role played by implicit contextual assumptions that

affect the design and implementation of an experiment involving a tool.
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Although this methodology was not intended to provide a tool for comparing the teams’

approaches with regard to the above issues in general, but rather a methodological tool for

studying their role when enacted in actual practice, it may contribute to the development of

tools for integrating different research approaches. In the following paragraph we provide

some brief information on the cross-experimentation in terms of the ILEs used and the

experiments set up by the teams since we refer to both of these in subsequent parts of the

paper.

4.2 ILEs Used and Cross-Experiments

The cross-experimentation involved a rich diversity of ILEs, educational contexts and

research approaches. In order to allow as much comparability as possible between the

different experimental settings, it was also agreed to address common mathematical

knowledge domains (arithmetic and introduction to algebra), with students between years 7

and 12 of schooling in experiments lasting approximately 1 month. Table 1 summarises the

ILEs employed by TELMA teams in the cross-experimentation.

4.2.1 Aplusix

Aplusix (http://aplusix.imag.fr) allows students to build and transform numerical and

algebraic expressions and statements (e.g., those that include the symbols ‘‘=’’, ‘‘\’’, ‘‘[’’),

based on solving computational tasks such as expand and simplify, factorize, solve equation
or inequality. It also provides feedback on the correctness of calculations and transfor-

mations and verifies the end of the exercises.

– In case numerical or algebraic expressions are inserted, the tool provides feedback that

basically constantly informs the user about the equivalence or not between the original

expression and the expression that is being produced by the user. Particularly, the tool

can function in two different ways depending on the kind of the given tasks: ‘with

control’ mode and ‘without control’ mode. In the former case, the tool provides three

kinds of immediate feedback on the equivalence of two successive expressions: in

cases of two equivalent consecutive expressions the lines connecting them are black

(‘correct’); in cases of non-equivalent expressions the connecting lines are red and

crossed (‘incorrect’); and in case one of the expressions is not well-formed from the

mathematical point of view the connecting lines are blue and crossed (‘unknown’) (see

Fig. 1).

In the latter mode, the equivalence of two consecutive expressions is not indicated by

any kind of feedback (in this case two consecutive expressions are connected with a single

black line, see Fig. 2) but the tool provides the opportunity for users to observe a-posteriori

Table 1 The tools employed by
TELMA teams in the cross-
experimentation

ILE Developers’ team Experimenting team

Aplusix LIG (France) CNR-ITD (Italy)

UNISI (Italy)

E-Slate ETL-NKUA (Greece) UNILON (UK)

Ari-Lab 2 CNR-ITD (Italy) LIG (France)

DIDIREM (France)

ETL-NKUA (Greece)
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step by step and, in case, modify their own work using the above described control

feedbacks coupled with specially designed functionalities (i.e., the ‘self-observation’ and

the ‘self-correction’ environments). In both modes of functioning the tool indicates when

an expression is not mathematically well-formed (e.g., a question mark appears when an

argument of an expression is missed) (see Figs. 1 and 2 on the right).

– In case of statements are inserted (i.e. 2/3 [ 0), the control on the ‘correctness’, and the

related feedback, is based on the truth values associated to the statements. Particularly,

if the produced statement has the same truth values of the original statement, the step is

indicated as correct, and vice versa is indicated as incorrect if the truth values are not

the same. As the truth values can be only ‘true’ and ‘false’, any ‘true’ statement can be

followed by any other ‘true’ statement which may not even be related to the original

one; in the same way any ‘false’ statement can be followed by any other ‘false’

statement which may not even be related to the original one.

A central design feature of Aplusix is that the validation of students’ solutions rest on

the tool both in the ‘with control’ and ‘without control’ mode.

In the cross-experimentation, the UNISI team took a Vygotskian perspective and

designed their experiment with the aim to study how the control offered by Aplusix and the

respective feedback can enhance students’ self control and consciousness about their own

difficulties and errors when manipulating numerical expressions and ordering of rational

numbers (integers, fractions and decimals). The study involved two classes of Grade 9: one

experimental class and one control class. The research started from detecting all the

difficulties encountered by the whole class, and then, the focus was on how each pupil—

with her/his own specific difficulties—may take an advantage from the interaction with the

tool. In order to enhance students’ motivation to take responsibility of detecting and

overcoming their errors, the students worked in pairs without the teachers’ support in

solving the given tasks.

In designing their experiment, the ITD-CNR researchers took an approach based on

Activity Theory (Cole and Engeström 1993) and used Aplusix as a means for supporting

students in revisiting and consolidating aspects concerning fractions already taught during

Fig. 1 The three kinds of feedback on the equivalence of two successive arithmetic expressions in the
‘‘with control’’ mode of Aplusix. The double lines appear black (on the left), red (in the centre) and blue (on
the right)

Fig. 2 The equivalence of two consecutive arithmetic expressions in the ‘‘without control’’ mode of
Aplusix
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the previous school year (e.g., equivalence, operations with fractions, and ordering of

fractions). The experiment was carried out with two Grade 7 classes (11–12 years old

students) in two different schools and one experimenting teacher in each school. The

lessons took place in the computer laboratories of the two schools and the students worked

in groups of two.

4.2.2 Ari-Lab2

AriLab2 (http://www.itd.cnr.it/arilab/_english/micro_ari.html) is a stand-alone version of

an open system which is composed of several interconnected microworlds based on the

idea of integrated multiple representations and functionalities designed to support activities

in arithmetic problem solving and in the introduction to algebra. AriLab2 involves also a

communication environment that enables exchange of messages and solutions among

users. In TELMA, three microworlds were used: The ‘Fractions Microworld’ (FM), the

‘Abacus Microworld’ and the ‘Euro Microworld’.

– The FM is a piece of software which provides the user with the opportunity to construct

fractions which are represented graphically and symbolically as points on the number

line and further explore their properties concerning topics such as comparison/ordering

of fractions, operations with fractions and equal fractions. Within the microworld the

provided feedback combines arithmetic as well as geometric aspects of the notion of

fraction represented by using two half number lines: one horizontal (called number

line) and one slanted (called multiplication or partition number line) (Fig. 3). The

construction of a fraction in the FM is based on two different types of representations:

the first one is associated with Thales Theorem (i.e., the projection principle), while the

second one with the notion of fraction as a quotient of a division in which the divider

(numerator) and divisor (denominator) are selected by clicking on the number line and

the partition number line respectively. The geometrical representation is visible only

when the user selects the numbers for constructing a fraction from the number line and

the partition line respectively. When the construction is completed and the fraction

appears—graphically and symbolically—on the number line, the parallel lines

constituting the geometrical representation of the partition automatically disappear.

The symbolic notation of each constructed fraction is automatically given near its

representing point (on the horizontal line) in a ‘post-it’ form (see Fig. 3).

The number-measure interpretation of fractions is at the core of the available repre-

sentational infrastructure, since for each particular fraction the representation is provided

as a number, i.e. the rational number that the fraction represents as well as a measure, i.e.

the distance from 0 represented by a point on the number-line. By trying out different

combinations of numerators and denominators, the user may construct various types of

fractions and consequently explore their position on the number line as well as their

properties. The tool also provides labels keeping track of the various ways by which a

number could be built (e.g., 7/3, 2 ? 1/3, 14/6, …).

– The Abacus Microworld is for representing numbers in the positional decimal system. It

offers the opportunity to build the abacus, to decide how many rods will compose it, to

produce cue balls on the rods, to execute sum and subtraction operations involving beads.

– The Euro Microworld is for producing and manipulating coins and notes of the

European monetary system, for representing situations referred to problems related to

the money use (money counting, sales, exchange, etc.). It offers opportunities to
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reproduce coins and notes and to exchange them with coins and notes whose values are

equivalent.

In the cross-experimentation, the general aim of the LIG team was to evaluate the

effects of the use of the FM on student’s competencies concerning the notion of fraction at

the end of the elementary school (i.e. various expressions of equal fractions, comparison

and ordering of fractions, operations with fractions). The LIG experiment was carried out

in one elementary school class comprising Grades 4 and 5. Grade 4 pupils have just been

introduced to the notion of fraction (sharing a unit in equal parts), while Grade 5 pupils

have been taught the meaning of fractions in the previous school year. The LIG researchers

refer to Theory of Didactic Situations (TDS) (Brousseau 1997) as their main theoretical

framework.

The general aim of the ETL experiment was to support students in constructing

mathematical meanings for the notion of fraction as number-measure when engaged in

activities involving comparison and ordering of fractions as well as operations with

fractions. Task design was based on integrating the visualisation of fractions as numbers

indicated by specific points and labels on the number line with distances of places in the

space (e.g. between one’s house and a playground). The ETL experiment was carried out as

a case study with two groups of 6th grade students (last grade of the primary level in

Greece) who have already been taught about fractions in the traditional classroom. ETL

researchers refer to Constructionism (Harel and Papert 1991) as their main theoretical

framework.

DIDIREM researchers decided to carry out their experimentation as a case study with

two groups of 6th grade students, working with the Abacus Microworld and the Euro

Microworld. The team used these microworlds to approach the solving of arithmetic

problems which involved subtractions beyond the size of numbers the pupils were familiar

with, and the development of two kinds of subtraction techniques: one based on the

Fig. 3 3/4 represented on the FM number line
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decimal system and another one based on the decomposition of the first term of the

subtraction in order to obtain the second and its complement as the result of the sub-

traction. The main theoretical frames that underpin the research approach of the DIDIREM

team are TDS and Anthropological Theory (Chevallard 1992).

4.2.3 E-Slate

E-slate (http://etl.ppp.uoa.gr) is a construction kit for educational software. It provides a

variety of generic pieces of software (called components) which can be linked and

manipulated by users through the use of prefabricated connections or through a pro-

gramming language to develop microworlds. In the TELMA cross-experimentation,

UNILON team made use of the ‘Fraction-sliders Microworld’, built within E-Slate, pro-

vided by the developers. This microworld includes ‘sliders’ in the form of number lines

whose behaviour is governed by a set of Logo procedures. The numbers entered in a Logo

procedure determine the relationships between the values displayed on the sliders. Drag-

ging the pointer on the ‘control’ slider, in particular, causes proportionate changes in

position of pointers on one or more dependent sliders. While this microworld could in

principle be used to explore a wide range of types of functional relationship, for the

purposes of the cross-experimentation UNILON team decided to focus only on multipli-

cative relationships between the ‘control slider’ value and the values of the dependent

sliders, using these specifically to address the area of fractions. The research aim was

articulated to investigate representations of fraction and how they are used in lessons with

the Fraction-sliders Microworld. The team used classroom-based research, studying two

‘mixed ability’ classes—year 7 (11–12 years) and year 8 (12–13 years) respectively—in

different schools. The UNILON team’s research approach was shaped by a socio-cultural

and social semiotic theoretical framework (Bernstein 1996). That is, any learning incident

must be understood in the context of wider social structures within which it is embedded

and which the participants bring with them.

In the next part of the paper we present the development of the methodological tool

for context analysis in experimental settings aiming (a) to capture how contextual issues

are addressed by the TELMA teams in tight connection with their research practice, and

(b) to highlight how the contextual issues addressed by the teams can provide a basis

for moving towards integrating the followed research approaches. These two comple-

mentary aims, diversity of the contextual issues enacted in experimental research and

the use of these as a means to network research approaches developed by different

teams, allows making some step further in the analysis of the complexities involved in

developing an integrated approach to the research on technology enhanced learning of

mathematics.

5 Method and Research Tool

Within TELMA work, the methodological tool for context analysis in experimental

research was developed in two successive chronological phases (see also Kynigos et al.

2006). The first was during the analysis of the most representative publications of each

team in relation to the contexts in which the use of technology was embedded (Phase A).

The second was during the design and realization of the cross-experimentation when the

issue of integration of the teams’ research approaches appeared at a more practical level

(Phase B).
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In phase A, we aimed to provide a synthetic report on the teams’ previous research work

based on common sensitivities to specific contextual characteristics and the evidence of

differences in the ways these were dealt with. The analysis of the teams’ published papers

brought to the foreground a number of contextual concerns that we used to deal with the

complexity of the respective educational contexts. These were structured around the

following clusters:

• an educational environment cluster, which addresses how the educational processes are

studied;

• a socio-systemic cluster, which includes concerns about the relations and collaborations

between the organizations and between the actors involved in the educational process;

• a teacher communication and support cluster, which addresses the teacher’s role and

ways of communication between teachers-researchers;

• a technology design and development cluster, whose importance clearly emerges within

a project in which research teams are involved in design and use of technological tools.

To each cluster, we associated a set of questions corresponding to specific concerns that

seemed relevant and shared by the teams and seemed to express the main sensitivities

evidenced by the analysis at this phase.

Considering, then, the design of the cross-experimentation and the analysis of the

collected data (Phase B), our aim was to determine in depth if and how the selected

contextual concerns were enacted in each team’s research practice. For instance, if they

were addressed or not, the importance given to them if addressed and the effect of these on

the researchers’ choices. Thus, the tool was further enriched with more specified questions

explicitly referring to the process of realization of a learning environment (i.e. design,

implementation and analysis/reflection). These questions were mutually constructed and

negotiated through cross-team communication in different times of the TELMA activities

but mainly during the collective construction of common guidelines (Cerulli et al. 2007)

for monitoring the whole process of cross-experimentation (see Bottino and Kynigos, this

issue). For instance, the research questions for contextual issues included in the guidelines

(i.e. addressed by the teams before and after the cross-experiments) had to be clarified and/

or modified according to the participant researchers’ exchange of opinions and ideas during

the cross-team communication. Our joint effort in designing the tool assumed that as a

boundary object based on our common research experience it would help to identify

interrelations between contextual concerns and practices developed by the teams in

different experimental settings.

5.1 The Research Tool

The methodological tool for context analysis in experimental research is the following:

5.1.1 (a) Questions with Respect to Educational Environments

The concerns related to educational environments appear more directly linked to the

theoretical frameworks which the research teams referred to (e.g., for an investigation of

the relations between particular theoretical frameworks and task design in computer-based

environments, see Ainley et al. 2006). Indeed any theoretical framework, even though not

explicitly addressing them, may provide elements to deal with concerns like the social

dimension of learning, or the role of teacher mediation, and so on. In a sense, this cluster
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represents the point on which explicit elements of the theoretical frameworks and implicit

elements of context might hinge in the following five sub-clusters:

5.1.1.1 Social Aspects of Learning What are the ways by which the social aspects are

addressed (i.e. interaction, participation in communities, groups) in the classroom?

5.1.1.2 Nature of Activities and Tasks What is the nature and the type of the activities

and tasks (i.e., structured, game-like, scenarios, projects) given to students?

What characteristics of the activities support the generation of meanings?

5.1.1.3 Process of Mathematical Reasoning How is the mathematical reasoning inte-

grated in educational environments?

How do you capture/analyze the role of the tools in students’ problem solving processes

or solutions?

5.1.1.4 Teacher Mediation How is the teacher’s role related to different aspects of

educational environments?

5.1.1.5 Use of Language What is the role of language in educational environments?

5.1.2 (b) Questions with Respect to the Intervention into a Socio-Systemic Milieu

In most of the work with ICT tools a didactical intervention is designed and implemented

within particular educational sites usually through design experiments (Cobb et al. 2003).

The interventionist character of this process raises not only the need to understand the

contextual issues involved in order to carry out the experiment but also the need to identify

the reactions of the actors involved as they are challenged to question many aspects of the

context in which they act. One example is the perturbation in the classroom involving

practical issues, such as everyday schedules and technology use management, but also

much deeper issues at the socio-systemic contexts of the actors involved (Jaworski 2004).

These are, for instance, the organizational pragmatics of the University or the lab, the

relationship between the researchers’ organization and the educational sites, how this

intervention is materialized between organizations and in what type of organizational

context this collaboration takes place, e.g. teacher-student roles, social orchestration in the

classroom, epistemologies and beliefs about mathematics and the educational process.

Thus, the articulation of the questions finally decided by the TELMA teams for this cluster

were:

What type of research is followed (e.g., classroom based, case studies) and how is it

related to the kind of research focus?

How is the lab situation/structure taken into account in the research design?

How are the socio-systemic factors addressed: administration, teachers in daily action,

roles and relationship with researchers, daily program (time, curriculum, method)?

What are the organizational pragmatics of the University or the lab, the relationship

between the researchers’ organization and the educational sites (existence or absence of

institutional mechanism, e.g., part of an institutionalized pairing of University—school

etc.)?
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When the researchers approach a site, what is their perceived role by the administration

of that site and the actors to be involved? How much personal contact do the researchers

have with the actors? Does it have any effect on the research?

What kind of ‘perturbation’ does the implementation of the research imply (e.g., not

only practical issues but also much deeper issues like teacher-student roles, social

orchestration in the classroom, epistemologies and beliefs about mathematics and the

educational process)?

5.1.3 (c) Questions with Respect to Teacher Communication and Support

The presence of the computer in the classroom inevitably represents a perturbation element

in the context of the classroom. The teacher has to elaborate a new relationship to

mathematical knowledge, together with the whole set of relations which link this knowl-

edge to the use of technology in general and of specific software in particular. At the same

time the teacher has to adapt his/her role of mediator taking into account the new elements

offered by the software. All of these issues involve not only teachers’ time and energy but

also some kind of perception of the teaching profession as a developing one and of

engagement in professional development activity as a normal part of the teachers’ job.

Furthermore, the ways in which the intervening researchers are perceived and their

respective role, i.e. their official ‘capacity’, their actual contribution to the teachers’ work,

highly influences the ways in which the technology will be used. Indeed, the teacher

communication and support aspect of context appears inadequately treated in the corre-

sponding research agendas. Although teachers are often taken into account explicitly in the

research projects, there is very scant information about contextual issues involving their

relationship with the research teams. The key questions that were selected for this cluster

of contextual concerns are:

What is the context of communication with the teachers (e.g., institutionalized channel

or ad-hoc project)?

Are there specific courses for teachers? In that case which is the frequency, duration?

How do the teachers use the course?

What is the influence of the ways in which the intervening researchers are perceived

(their official ‘capacity’, as well as their actual contribution to the teachers’ work) on the

use of technology?

Are there indications of teachers elaborating a new relationship to mathematical

knowledge, to the use of technology in general and of the specific software in particular?

5.1.4 (d) Questions with Respect to Technology Design and Development

This cluster of the methodological tool concerns mainly the investigation of relations and

the kind of cooperation among the tool developers and the users of computational tools

(e.g., educators, researchers in mathematics education), each having her/his own field of

experience, frame of reference, epistemology and methods, as well as the phenomenon of

the emergence of hybrid expertise and actors. This is an issue that appears greatly

underrated in mathematics education research. The questions we selected for this cluster

are:

What is the scheme of collaboration with companies or other development institutions

(on–off collaboration, discrete sequence of projects ad-hoc, long-term sustainable

collaboration)?
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In case of in-house development—how is it paid for and sustained vis-à-vis persons and

know-how?

In the next section of the paper we provide some results of the first use of the above

methodological tool in analysing the data of the cross-experimentation. Our aim was to

elucidate the role played both explicitly and implicitly by specific elements of context

enacted in actual research practice.

6 Investigating Contextual Concerns Enacted in Actual Research Practice

The task to address issues within the clusters of the contextual concerns as the teams

engaged in practice was one of the main features that characterized the cross-experi-

mentation process either as a way of comparing research approaches, or as a means to

investigate details of how to employ ILEs in mathematics education. The need to com-

municate to the other teams how each of these issues determined the design, conduct and

analysis of classroom experiments, forced each team to address them explicitly, and to

leave as few unexplained choices as possible. Moreover, the fact that each team had to

address common questions formulated jointly by the group provided further discussion on

how the questions were understood by each, the questions operating as boundary objects

within the cross-team communication. In this section, we outline some of the most striking

results of a comparative analysis of the local experiments by TELMA teams in terms of the

impact of contextual concerns on the design, implementation and analysis of the experi-

ments. The analysis was based on the groups’ elaborations—design and analysis—on their

experiments as reported in the respective TELMA documents (i.e. deliverables and

experiments guidelines, see Bottino and Kynigos, this issue).

6.1 Context of Educational Environments

6.1.1 Nature of Activities and Tasks

Tasks constitute a fundamental element of the teaching and learning process since they

embody the researchers’ expectations of the learning environment to be created in the

classroom (i.e. how the implementation of these might work out in practice). Thus, the

design of activities involving the use of computational tools can be seen as terrain in which

multiple aspects of the educational environment come into play, such as the choice of the

tools that would be used to foster mathematics learning, the roles of the participants and the

learning objectives (diSessa et al. 1995). An important factor underlying the design of

activities and tasks by a research group is the adopted theoretical frames (Ainley et al.

2006) which are also connected to the conception of an experiment with respect to the

posed educational goals. In this section we aim to investigate if and how the types of

tasks—and consequently the conception of the experiments by the teams—were influenced

by their theoretical frames. For that reason we compare the tasks designed by the teams

which chose to experiment with the same ILE, based on compatible theoretical frames (or

not) and working within the same didactic culture (or not).

In the teams’ experiments the tasks have been basically described in the form of

answers to the research questions contained in the guidelines document, and in the form of

plans to be contained in the same document. The teams’ activities ranged from well

structured defined tasks aiming to identify students’ reasoning on specific curriculum-

based concepts (UNISI, DIDIREM, LIG) to loosely defined exploratory activities aiming
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to elicit the generation of meanings in a more experimental way (CNR-ITD, NKUA-ETL).

However, the reasons for the respective choices have been differently supported by each

team.

6.1.1.1 Activities and Tasks When Using the Same ILE Under Compatible Theoretical
Frames UNISI and CNR-ITD experiments were designed under two compatible theo-

retical frameworks—respectively Vygotskian Theory (as for the construction of higher

psychological functions) and Activity Theory—and centered their experiments on the use

of the same ILE, namely Aplusix. From the ILE analysis, the teams identified different

educational aims for their experiments, which resulted in two teaching experiments, both

consistent with the respective theoretical frames, but deeply contrasting as far as the use

and set up of the tool in general and on the kind of tasks given to students in particular.

The tasks designed by the UNISI team—concerning arithmetic calculations and

ordering of integers and rational numbers—can be characterised as ‘closed’ since most of

them corresponded to just a single correct answer. For instance:

– Write the smallest and the greatest numbers out of the following. Write the smallest

first and separate the number with the symbol \. 5=3; 2; 5=4; 4=3

– Compute the following expression in at least two different ways (use the tree-

structure): ð�2þ 3=8Þ � 3=8� 3=4

This choice of the researchers, however, seemed to be indirectly motivated by the

adopted theoretical frame and the educational goals of the experiment. Rather, it was

directly related to features of the tool for editing tasks and the provided feedback by which

the tool checks (or not) the equivalence between an expression or a statement entered by

the user and an expression or a statement produced by the user in the next step (‘with

control’ mode or ‘without control’ mode).

Two different kinds of tasks were identified by the team:

• Tasks in the ‘with control’-mode environment endowed with the control feedback

described previously. In addition, in this case the tool was set up in such a way that

users could not ignore these feedbacks. Particularly, students were allowed to write

down a third expression only if the two previous ones (in the same tree branch) were

equivalent (Fig. 1).

• Tasks in the ‘without control’-mode environment without the control feedback (Fig. 2).

In this case students were required to observe and, in case, correct their own work a-

posteriori through the use of the self-correction environment which was set up to

function as described in the previous item (i.e. ‘with control’ mode). For instance, in

Fig. 4 there is an example of computing an expression which was initially given in the

‘without control’-mode. Figure 4 shows a student’s work as displayed in the self-

correction environment in which the non-equivalence of the first two expressions is red

marked.

This kind of tasks seems interrelated with the researchers’ choice to address a couple of

possible educational goals for their experimentation: (a) to reinforce students’ operational

and ordering skills in arithmetic, and (b) to enable students to develop abilities for con-

trolling and reflecting on their own work, to develop strategies for detecting and over-

coming errors, and for anticipating possible difficulties. Taking a Vygotskian perspective,

which emphasises the development of general abilities concerning consciousness and

control of one’s activity, the UNISI researchers considered the above aims consistent with
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tasks designed for students-tools interaction without the teachers’ mediation and validation

of solutions.

Using the same ILE, however, the CNR-ITD team designed its experiment using a set of

activities of open-ended nature. Though Aplusix is designed to support specific pre-defined

tasks of standard computational procedures (e.g., expand and simplify, solve, factorize) the

research aim of the team was to develop and test new didactical functionalities of Aplusix

in order to use it as a means for supporting students in revisiting and consolidating aspects

concerning fractions already taught during the previous school year (e.g., equivalence,

operations with fractions, and ordering of fractions). The CNR-ITD researchers did not aim

at the production of correct solutions but rather at the development of solving strategies by

students which they assumed to be a means for abstracting the properties of fractions.

Aplusix may favour students following trial and error strategies in order to validate the

solution of a problem (i.e. which fraction is bigger than another one) without the inter-

vention of the teacher. The problem that arises is how students might go beyond specific

results and be able to justify their choices and search for more efficient strategies. At this

point the CNR-ITD researchers concentrated on the possibilities offered by Aplusix to

express and explore equivalence statements by means of open-ended activities, and they

individuated some more key features (see Fig. 5):

• The software allows leaving ‘unfilled’ some boxes in constructing expressions with

placeholders (represented by a square with a question mark inside), thus it allows the

design of tasks where students will be asked to fill the placeholders.

Fig. 4 An example of a
student’s work as displayed in the
self-correction environment of
Aplusix. The connecting lines of
the first two non-equivalent
expressions appear red and
crossed (‘incorrect’)

Fig. 5 Examples of trees with empty placeholders. Students were asked to fill them in a way to obtain
expressions (left) or statements (right) equivalent to the given expression (fraction 8/12) or statement (2/
3 [ 0)
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• The software allows the construction of trees of expressions (which could be ‘unfilled’

too) showing the equivalence relationships among them. Moreover, when the root of a

tree is a statement, instead of an expression, if the leafs of the tree are statements too

(these too can be left ‘unfilled’), then the ‘‘equivalence’’ feedback can be interpreted in

terms of equivalence of truth values of the statements. Since the tool does not provide

any indication on the truth values of a single statement, this implies that in order to

assess if a statement is true one can firstly introduce a statement that is surely true, and

then introduce the considered statement and see if these two statements hold the same

truth values. This, for CNR-ITD team, has strong implications on the nature of tasks to

be given to students. For instance, ‘‘if one wants pupils to produce a fraction that is

smaller then 2/3, in order to exploit the feedback provided by Aplusix, one has to

previously introduce a true statement and propose the statement with the unknown

fraction as a follow up’’ (Cerulli et al. 2007, p. 9) (see Fig. 5 on the right).

Under this perspective the analysis of the functionalities of the tool and the diversity of

its utilisation lead the CNR-ITD researchers to enlarge the class of pre-defined tasks

embedded in the design of Aplusix to tasks including comparison and exploration of

ordering statements between fractions. The team designed thus (a) open ended activities,

such as ‘fill the boxes’, that exploit the validation/equivalence feedback of Aplusix; (b)

verbalization activities, such as ‘write your strategy’, ‘try out your strategy’ or other tasks

provided ad hoc by the teacher to question/validate pairs’ strategies; (c) class discussions

highlighting and discussing the emergent strategies.

To provoke the emergence or the evolution of the students’ strategies, the teacher

needed to intervene and ask them to formulate the strategies, either using comments in

Aplusix or just paper and pencil. However, the tool not being able to validate the described

strategies, the teacher was expected to take a more active role in the realisation of the

experiment by taking the validation in charge and organizing classroom sessions aiming at

discussing and validating or not students’ strategies (Bottino and Cerulli 2007). The

emphasis on the constitutive role of the teacher in the implementation of the activity is an

indicative element underlying task design that brings in the foreground the different ways

by which the same theoretical framework of the two teams was enacted in different ways

by each team in actual research practice. CNR-ITD team referred mainly to Activity

Theory which considers the community (involving teachers and/or researchers) in mutual

relationship with the subject (e.g., the learner) and the object (e.g., the task solution) in

every activity (Cole and Engeström 1993). Thus, the team gave high priority to the social

construction of knowledge under the guidance of the teacher assuming that all the details

that were left ‘undefined’ would have been addressed by the teachers during the classroom

activities (Bottino and Cerulli 2007). The UNISI team—referring to the Vygotskian the-

oretical ideas of control and consciousness—set up an experiment where the rupture of

automatisms and the contextual emergence of obstacles in computational processes (which

students may experience when making errors within Aplusix) were exploited as means for

achieving specific educational goals without making explicit which methodological tools

were used from the Vygotskian framework for putting this idea into practice.

The CNR-ITD and UNISI teams chose to experiment with the same ILE by adopting

compatible theoretical frames and acting within the same (Italian) didactic culture. So far,

we have compared the two different perspectives in which these teams coped with task

design. The comparison indicates that the types of tasks that they designed were part of

different teaching experiments, consistent with the respective theoretical frames, but

deeply contrasting as far as other aspects of the research design such as the validation of
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students’ responses and the role of the teacher. We suggest that the above comparison

contributes to the clarification of the links between contextual issues of educational

environment and the designed tasks by focusing on the role of theoretical frames. In this

case the influence of theoretical frames to the design of tasks appears not to be ‘given’ or

predefined. Since the CNR-ITD and UNISI teams worked within the same didactic culture

the comparison indicates that the design decisions might have been determined by the

teams’ usual habits and experience or didactical preference and not under the control of

theory.

6.1.1.2 Activities and Tasks When Using the Same ILE Under Distinct Theoretical
Frames In the following example the differences in task design were more directly linked

to the team’s theoretical assumptions. The LIG and NKUA-ETL teams used in their

experiments the FM of AriLab2, a software which combines graphical and symbolic

notation of fractions represented as points on the number line. LIG and NKUA-ETL teams

act in the French and Greek didactic cultures respectively and follow distinct theoretical

frameworks, namely TDS and Constructionism.

The general aim of the LIG team was to evaluate the effects of the use of the FM on the

learning of different aspects of the notion of fraction at the end of the elementary school

(i.e. various expressions of equal fractions, comparison and ordering of fractions, opera-

tions with fractions).

When identifying the didactical functionalities of the FM, the LIG researchers paid

attention to the fact that the tool provides labels keeping trace of the various ways by which

a number could be built (e.g. 7/3, 2 ? 1/3, 14/6, …). This kind of feedback seemed

particularly interesting for the LIG team because apart from the novel way to construct a

fraction it allowed the introduction of the idea that different expressions can represent the

same number. Considering the anticipation phase of the answers before validating them as

an essential part of the learning process, the LIG researchers based the implementation of

the experimental activities on the complementary use of the paper and pencil environment

with the FM. More specifically, students were initially asked to anticipate their answers in

the paper and pencil environment based on their existing knowledge and these were

validated afterwards in the FM. For example, in the second activity (Table 2) students were

asked to answer question (a) in paper and pencil environment and then to verify their

answers using the FM (question b). Finally, students were asked to reflect on their mistakes

(if any).

In line with the theoretical frame of TDS the LIG team designed an a-didactical situ-

ation focusing primarily on the nature of interactions between the students and the ‘milieu’

(Brousseau 1997). According to the LIG researchers there is a search for adding constrains

to the ‘milieu’ combining the need to adapt to it with pupils’ motivation to question

Table 2 Part of the LIG activities

II. Different expressions representing the same number

(a) Among the following expressions, encircle with a blue pen those that represent a same number

(i) 3/4 9/12 15/16 6/10 45/60

(ii) 2 ? 1/3 3/5 7/3 21/9 1 ? 5/3

(b) Verify your answer with the computer. Correct your errors, if any, in red

(c) Explain how you decide whether two expressions represent a same number or not
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themselves about the reasons for their errors (Cerulli et al. 2007). In such a setting learning

is expected to result from the student’s adaptation to an antagonist ‘milieu’.

The NKUA-ETL team using the same ILE took into account the novel character of the

available representations of fractions and supported the idea of focusing particularly on

students’ interaction with these representations to construct meanings for fraction as

number-measure (Psycharis et al. 2009). In line with its constructionist theoretical

approach, the team positioned considerations of meaningfulness and motivation high on

the agenda for the design of tasks that were likely to facilitate primary students’ encounter

with the idea of ‘measuring distances’ by providing them with opportunities to use com-

parison and ordering of fractions as well as operations with fractions in the number line

context. In this perspective understanding is expected to emerge through students’ active

engagement in using the respective mathematical concepts before learning about its pro-

cedures and relationships (the power principle, Papert 1996).

The team’s approach on task design was thus centered on the utilization of the different

representations and the feedback that they can provide so as to provoke multiple decisions

within open-ended exploratory tasks concerning the comparison and ordering of fractions

as well as operations with fractions. The main idea underlying the design of tasks was that

instead of seeing the numbers on the number line as static measures to view them as

representing distances and engage students in measuring the distances between specific

authentic places (e.g., their homes, their schools, a playground, a supermarket etc.). This

choice led to a set of activities based on integrating aspects of the representation of

fractions as points-numbers on the number line with students moving (‘walking’) between

them to reach specific places (see Table 3).

The different kinds of tasks that the teams designed (i.e. ‘closed’ as opposed to

‘exploratory’) in their own experiments brings to the fore the relation between the pro-

posed tasks and the different theoretical frameworks adopted by each team as well as the

respective didactic cultures. Taking a comparable view of the above examples we can see

that theoretical frameworks determine only partially the identification of didactical func-

tionalities and the design of the experiments. Teams using the same ILE and the same

theoretical frameworks designed very different experiments, and as stressed in the reports,

there exists a real gap between most macro-level theories and the decisions to be taken in

the design phase and especially in task design. In two cases (UNISI and CNR-ITD) two

compatible theoretical frames led to substantially different tasks signalling the implicit

ways in which some theoretical origins are ‘translated’ in actual research practice. In the

case of the NKUA-ETL and LIG teams the influence of the theoretical frames was much

more obviously reflected in the tasks: the LIG team based on the TDS approach—repre-

sentative of the French didactic culture—designed an a-didactical situation consisting of

closed tasks tightly related with specific objectives of the curriculum. The NKUA-ETL

Table 3 Part of the NKUA-ETL activities

Activity 2: Constantina’s school is 1 km away from her house. On her way to school she sees a kiosk at 6/
7 km, a super market at 2/5 km and a playground at 3/4 km. Which is the order she sees them on her
way to school?

Activity 3: Lazarus is Constantina’s best friend; his house is between the playground and the super
market. Can you find some fractions indicating the position of his house?

Activity 4: Efie and Constantina are friends. They meet each other at the playground. Efie says to
Constantina: ‘‘You are very lucky. Your house is closer to the playground than mine.’’ Discuss about
the position of Efie’s house
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team chose to design open tasks—not strictly defined by the curriculum—so as to explore

if and how fraction as number-measure could be approached by the students in meaningful

ways.

These results highlight also the operational character of the questions selected to play

the role of tools for integrating research approaches developed in different experimental

settings. The need of the teams to be explicit coupled with the comparative analysis of the

teams’ elaborations allowed us to investigate if and how theoretical frames were related to

the types of the tasks designed by the teams acting in different didactic cultures. Without

this kind of activity these influences may not have been visible by the members of the

teams since they were used to consider the design of specific types of tasks as a ‘natural’

consequence of their research approaches. The cross-team communication that preceded

the construction as well as the refinement of the proposed questions challenged the

researchers to describe more precisely their choices in designing tasks and elaborate on the

compatibility between their theoretical frames and their didactic culture taking also into

account the implementation of their tasks in the classroom.

For instance, during cross-team communication NKUA-ETL researchers characterised

their tasks—directly linked to their constructionist theoretical frame—as ‘not compatible’

to the highly centralised Greek didactic culture and curriculum. These researchers clarified

that in order to implement their designed activities in the classroom they cooperated with

specific schools and teachers ‘open to innovations’. In a similar elaboration LIG

researchers confirmed that although they found ‘‘the ‘distance’ between the fraction

implemented in the FM of Ari-Lab2 and the fraction taught and learned in the French

primary school is rather big’’ (Cerulli et al. 2007, p. 43) the activities they designed were

transformed so as to fit the teaching sequence suggested by the French curriculum. Thus,

another contextual issue that is brought here concerns the factors that determine the

compatibility between a specific team’s research approach that involves intervention in the

classroom setting and the national curriculum.

6.2 Context of Intervention into a Socio-Systemic Milieu

Mathematics education research involving the use of ILE in schools is inevitably faced

with issues concerning the socio-systemic context of the given intervention in the school

setting. Such issues affect the ways in which researchers can approach a school (or other

institution within which the intervention is implemented) with respect to their agenda of

introducing new practices, epistemological frameworks as well as the relation of this

intervention to curricular constraints and normal school practice. The questions involved in

the methodological tool for investigating issues related to this aspect of context required

the TELMA researchers to jointly reflect and challenge each other in an attempt to gain

understanding while comparing how this was done within each team.

As far as the types of intervention are concerned, most of the teams’ approaches

included some kind of participatory research in school sites where tools were studied in

educational contexts. Inevitably, there were differences in the ways in which each team

approached the respective school communities taking into account that the duration of the

experiments was commonly agreed to be nearly 1 month. The UNISI team, for instance,

was used to conduct research in the framework of long-term teaching experiments in close

collaboration with specific schools and teachers. This kind of research was located by the

team in the ‘research for innovation’ paradigm, in which action in the classroom is both a

means and a result of the evolution of research analysis (Bartolini Bussi 1996). Though

they considered the short term nature of the cross-experimentation as restricted, the UNISI
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researchers followed their usual research practice taking a collaborative perspective for

intervention in the school culture. This involved a close collaboration with a group of

teachers whose interaction with researchers had been constant in all phases of the project as

well as a joint analysis of the material produced by students. The activities were imple-

mented in the classroom as part of the regular curriculum.

The DIDIREM and NKUA-ETL teams considered that 1 month for the duration of the

implementation was very tight for a class to get used to the microworlds of AriLab2 and

thus modified their usual type of interventionist design research from classroom experi-

ment to case studies. This was not usual in the practice of NKUA-ETL. Though acting in a

typical centralized educational system with minimal opportunities for the use of technol-

ogy in mathematics teaching, the ETL-NKUA team had a long tradition in collaborating

with schools through personal contacts with school heads and teachers who would work

with research students and reciprocally participate in teacher training courses at the uni-

versity. This type of collaboration aimed at supporting the implementation of design

experiments involving innovative uses of computational tools in real classroom settings as

a means to generate and enhance meaning-making situations. The analysis shows that the

change of the research approach from classroom to case study in the cross-experimentation

influenced the conception of the experiment by the NKUA-ETL researchers in terms of

implementation and analysis. By answering a set of questions concerning a general account

of their experiment in the cross-experimentation they clearly expressed their concerns

about the adopted case study methodological approach:

‘‘In retrospect, we think that the choice of conducting case studies deprived our

experiment of the more fruitful social interactions that could have taken place in the

context of classroom related to the interpretation of the phenomena observed on the screen

not only within the teams but also among the teams.’’ (Cerulli et al. 2007, p. 75).

In the case of the DIDIREM team, however, the kind of intervention appeared inter-

related to methodological issues of high priority based on the team’s theoretical assump-

tions. This team—referring mainly to TDS and Anthropological Theory—decided to

conduct case studies after examining the nature of the ‘milieu’ related to the AriLab2

microworlds (i.e. Euro Microworld and Abacus Microworld) which had been chosen for

the respective experiment. The analysis of the characteristics of the two microworlds

revealed that there was a ‘distance’ between the mathematical objects and representations

provided by the tool and those familiar to the students and used in French schools at the

primary level. For instance, the correspondence between the numbers involved in the

required subtractions with banknotes and coins (in the Euro Microworld) or the need to

translate subtracting schemes involving exchanges (in the Abacus Microworld) to the

ordinary decimal system. Thus, the team considered the time available very limited for a

classroom experiment and decided to conduct case studies with five students chosen by

their teacher (‘‘supposed not to have too much difficulties’’, Cerulli et al. 2007, p. 61). In

the words of the DIDIREM researchers:

‘‘We always think what we have planned is adequate in terms of distance. In our

experiment the time for the instrumental genesis is a ‘limiting factor’ for achieving an

adequate use of the tools by the pupils and to permit them to go beyond their actual

capabilities of computing with the whole numbers.’’ (ibid., p. 53).

However, when implementing the designed activities the DIDIREM researchers realised

that even in the case study setting the effects of the instrumental issues appeared much

more influential for the evolution of the students’ activity than expected by the team when

planning the experiment. The team underestimated also the fragility of the students’

existing numerical knowledge and the cognitive demands required for adapting it to new
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artefacts involving new objects, techniques and semiotic systems. This caused unexpected

perturbation in the sessions indicating that what was expected by the students was certainly

too much for a short term experiment. It is interesting, however, that in an a posteriori

report of their experiment the DIDIREM researchers acknowledged a need for taking into

account the collaborative aspects of students’ activity as well as the communication part of

the environment which allows students’ exchange their works.

Alongside this global view to the teams’ intervention into a socio-systemic milieu

reveals a need for a finer elaboration of some aspects of institutional constraints emerging

when adapting the way in which an ILE is used to a different context. For instance, the

researchers acknowledged the relation between the proposed tasks and the curriculum as

implemented in the traditional mathematics classroom. Some teams encountered difficul-

ties using specific ILEs in their school context when considering inconsistencies between

the ways that specific mathematical notions were represented through technological tools

and the ways (or the chronological order) these notions were introduced in the curriculum.

As an example we consider the FM of AriLab2. As mentioned earlier, in this microworld

the construction of a fraction is realized as a quotient between two numbers selected from

the number line and the partition line respectively. After the selection of numbers, con-

currently with the arithmetic representation of the constructed fraction, a geometrical

representation underlying the construction technique based on the projection method

involved in Thales Theorem is also provided instantly (see Fig. 3).

Within the cross-experimentation methodology of TELMA, teams coped differently

with the fact that the geometrical representation of the FM based on Thales Theorem is not

commonly familiar to students at the primary level. For the developing Italian team (CNR-

ITD), the socio-constructivist perspective permits the use of such representations as ‘black

boxes’ (i.e., not explaining their meaning to the students) giving responsibility to the

teacher to manage the didactic situation and students’ activities. Other teams such as the

DIDIREM team which works within the French didactic culture, could not accept such an

approach by raising issues related to its theoretical orientation as well as to curricular

constraints which had to be respected. Finally, along with the LIG team, the NKUA-ETL

team chose the black box approach, but only due to the time limits of the cross-experi-

mentation. Consistent with their constructionist theoretical framework the NKUA-ETL

researchers considered this specific representation of fractions as offering a novel way to

introduce primary students to the geometrical aspects of fractions before—and independent

of—the learning of it in the traditional classroom in a future study and under specially

designed tasks.

Thus, the use of technological tools designed by one research team and used by another

research team in a new socio-systemic milieu highlights differences in the ways in which

different cultural/didactic contexts and theoretical frameworks handle epistemological

aspects underlying the provided computational representations. One helpful point here

concerns the notion of ‘distance’ between the computational objects and the means of

manipulating them provided by a tool and those used in paper-and-pencil based work

within a particular target domain. Morgan, Mariotti and Maffei (this issue) offer an

interesting elaboration of this notion and develop it in a way that can be of use in the design

and employment of technological tools in mathematics education and in research into their

use. More particularly, they use it to consider first epistemological issues related to rep-

resentation of mathematical objects and then issues arising from contextual differences at

institutional levels and in relation to teacher-student relationships and interactions.

The above synthetic results—based on the teams’ answers to the questions concerning

their intervention in the school settings—appear productive in the sense that they reveal a
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complex set of contextual issues that arise by the teams’ common research activity and

influence at some level their decisions in research practice. These issues involve, for

instance, the duration of the experiment, the time available for instrumental genesis to take

place and the educational legitimacy of the black box approach in the didactical exploi-

tation of particular representations available in specific ILEs. They also involve the relation

between the proposed tasks and the curriculum. Examples are the epistemological nature of

the available representations or more practical issues such as the time in which specific

notions are introduced to students according to the curriculum.

The questions operating as boundary objects, can be seen as providing a means to think

and talk about aspects of context without the necessity of any one team adopting the

perspective of the other. From this point of view, different contextual issues have been

brought into association through communication and analysis around a boundary object.

This happened in two levels: first, research teams were asked to make explicit particular

contextual aspects concerning their intervention in the school settings by analyzing/

interpreting their experiments; second, these analyses were (re)-interpreted by other

researchers within the same community. For instance, one question concerning the socio-

systemic factors involved in school-based research was: ‘What type of research is followed

(e.g., classroom based, case studies) and how is it related to the kind of research focus?’

The answers of some teams provided further information on their practical need to address

a multiplicity of other issues which emerged when they approached specific school sites

such as curriculum issues, teaching methods, available time, mathematical content and

instrumental issues related to the use of particular ILEs in the classroom. This kind of

sharing of ideas and analyses stimulated further the communication between the teams and

challenged them to enrich their analyses by reflecting on similar issues from their own

perspective. At the same time the methodological tool for context analysis was further

refined by adding new—and in a sense more acute—questions aiming to capture the

described diversity such as: ‘How are the socio-systemic factors addressed: administration,

teachers in daily action, roles and relationship with researchers, daily program (time,

curriculum, method)?’ In this way new contextual issues seemed to have emerged. For

instance, the issue of ‘distance’ between traditional and computational representations as a

parameter influencing the research practice emerged as a result of the teams’ references to

the criteria on which they had based their decision to use or not a specific ILEs in their

experiments.

6.3 Teacher Communication and Support

The TELMA teams recognized the importance of communicating with and supporting the

teachers taking part in the experiments. There was diversity however in the teams’ per-

ceptions of the status and the objectives of their relations with those teachers. There was

also diversity in the mathematical and pedagogical knowledge each team assumed the

teachers possessed and in the extent to and the way in which part of the teams’ role

contributed to the teachers’ professional development.

Teachers’ engagement in research was one of the first concerns addressed by all teams

in the course of joint construction of the questions pertaining to context. However, detailed

issues underlying the communication between teachers and researchers (i.e. respective

roles, timing of activities, degree of readiness to incorporate new tools in the lessons, ethos

of a particular school), were not fully elaborated from the beginning of the cross-experi-

mentation. Rather, these issues arose during the research. They emerged for instance as a

result of the process of reciprocal demanding of clarity in the answers given by the
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different teams to specific questions. Such processes resulted to the collective elaboration

of the respective questions which challenged the teams to further reflect on particular

aspects of the teachers’ engagement in cross-experimentation which might have not been

taken into account in the design phase.

In this paragraph we provide a concrete example based on the comparison of two teams’

approaches in dealing with teachers to illustrate how particular contextual issues influenced

their research both at the implementation and the analysis level. It is important to note that

while the first team (IOE) addressed practical aspects of the cooperation with the teachers

explicitly in the research design, the second team (ITD-CNR) considered implicitly that

similar aspects would be addressed by the participating teachers and researchers during the

implementation of the activities in the classroom. However, the ITD-CNR team reflected on

this issue a-posteriori through the above mentioned cross-team communication. Apart from

indicating areas of shade and light in the two groups’ approaches, the comparison contributes

to making sense of ‘unexpected’ events occurring during the implementation of the exper-

iments. This allows us think of consistencies and inconsistencies and to seek their sources.

Taking a social semiotic theoretical approach, the IOE team used the E-Slate Fraction-

sliders Microworld to investigate the introduction of a novel representation of fractions

(i.e. as a dynamic functional relationship between values on two number lines) to provide

possibilities for conceptual development in the area of fractions as students explored the

tool. The team cooperated with two teachers-researchers both of whom were at the time

students on the MA course in Mathematics Education at the Institute of Education (Uni-

versity of London). The participant teachers were engaged in research having a dual role as

practitioner researchers as well as teachers in the respective lessons in two different

schools.

The design of the experiment was conceived in collaboration with the teachers through

communication and sharing of ideas around the available representations of fractions in the

microworld, the educational goals and the modes of use as well as the effective imple-

mentation of the activities in the classroom. However, there was a deliberate lack of design

of pedagogy so as for the teachers-researchers to feel free to adapt the microworld to their

needs and plan the details of their lessons by themselves. We note that the theoretical ideas

available to the teachers through their engagement in the design of the experiment and their

recent participation in an MA module on the role of digital technologies in mathematics

learning involved social semiotics and constructionism. The research aim was conceived at

two levels: at the first level the teachers-researchers investigated the use made by students

of the tool and at the second level the IOE researcher studied the influences of each of the

teachers’ institutional and cultural contexts to the types of meanings constructed by both

students and teachers while using the same tool. In fact, the identification of the different

modes of employment of the tool by the two teachers and how they integrated it into their

lessons was a main issue in the experiment. In classroom activity two rather different

teaching styles have emerged concerning the teachers’ choices in critical parameters of the

implementation such as the student-computer configuration, the introduction to the soft-

ware and the presentation of tasks in the classroom as well as the control maintained over

student participation in whole class interaction (Morgan 2007).

Teacher 1, for instance, despite described his planned student activity as ‘exploration’—

implying in a way the theoretical ideas behind the IOE team research approach—took a

more teacher-centred approach to his lesson choosing to present many examples so as to

facilitate student’s generalization. In contrast, Teacher 2 seemed to focus more on the

active construction of meanings by the students as resulted through their interaction with

the provided tools. Apart from discussing the resulting differences in the specific forms of
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pedagogy in the two classroom settings as related to the teachers’ implicit or explicit

theoretical frameworks, the analysis also indicated these differences as consistent with the

institutional differences, i.e. at the organisational and the cultural specificities of the two

classrooms. Notably, the researchers initially identified the school of the Teacher 1 as

having a strongly controlled ‘traditional’ ethos while the school of the Teacher 2 as being

relatively liberal or ‘progressive’ (Morgan 2007).

Following a socio-constructivist and Vygotskian theoretical perspective, the ITD-CNR

team gave high priority to the role of the teachers in the social construction of knowledge and

set up a classroom experiment involving group activities, such as class discussions, where

concepts would be shared among the groups of students. However, the team followed a

research approach that did not involve the two participant teachers in the design of the

experiment. During the implementation of the activities the team identified differences in the

ways in which the teachers perceived the details of their cooperation with the research team

which influenced the roles they had adopted in the classroom. At that time the researchers were

confronted with difficulties to define in practice the teachers’ role, since their assumed the-

oretical assumptions provided little reference to practical details. The reciprocal roles of the

teachers and the researchers were not made explicit in the task design nor negotiated in some

way when researchers approached the school. So, during data collection the researchers

realized that one of the teachers was quite passive during the sessions, leaving them the

responsibility to manage all the activity. This was an unexpected occurrence by the team that

posed some problems to the researchers who were not prepared to have the responsibility of

‘doing the lesson’ and working ‘alone’ with the students. In contrast, the behaviour of the other

teacher was different: she performed ‘spontaneously’ the institutionalisation of the concepts

dealt with during the computer sessions. Since the researchers did not clearly explain to the

teachers what they expected from them during the experiment, the team attributed this dif-

ference to the previous experience of this teacher in developing some experimental projects in

her classes following the same approach (students’ group-work, interaction between students,

whole class discussions following the work at the computers, etc.).

Summing up, it can be said that the CNR-ITD team left undefined some important

aspects of the activity which need to be directly addressed during the classroom work by

the participating teachers and researchers. In practice, however, it appeared that both

teachers and researchers seemed to consider implicitly that their reciprocal roles were

‘given’ (i.e. according to their own interpretations of the activity) without an explicit

negotiation around them.

The above comparison of the approaches of the two teams that followed the analysis of

their experiments highlights important aspects of the relation between contextual issues

concerning teacher communication and support and research practice. In particular: (a) the

types of roles and teaching styles that teachers elaborated or not during their lessons and

(b) their relationships with the researchers during the design and implementation of the

activities in the classroom. In the ITD-CNR case it turned out that critical methodological

decisions concerning the implementation phase of the experiment may need a finer

specification by the researchers and call for the teachers’ engagement in the design of the

activities or a more direct communication on the teachers’ role in the classroom. In the IOE

case the two experimenting teachers were engaged to co-design the implementation of the

activity in the classroom through collaborative work with the researchers. The important

differences in the pedagogic stance that the teachers developed in the classroom brought to

the fore institutional and cultural aspects characterising the specific school communities

within which they acted. We suggest that the above findings indicate that studying the

teachers’ role in classroom-based research while taking into account and analyse both their
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relations with the researchers and their practices yields insight into the nature of institu-

tional and cultural influences associated with the use of computational tools for the

teaching and learning of mathematics.

At the same time the questions related to teacher communication and support aspect of

context challenged the teams to highlight explicitly the role of the respective issues in

actual research practice. During the implementation phase of the cross-experimentation

these questions were used to highlight the respective areas of light and shade in each

teams’ approach. However, the sharing of answers in cross-team communication that

followed the analysis of the experiments (e.g., during the preparation of deliverables)

challenged some teams—like the CNR-ITD in this case—that did not pay much attention

to these aspects during the design of their experiment to address them in retrospect. In this

way the methodological tool for context analysis—viewed as boundary object—helped the

teams to start to understand each other’s perspectives indicating a developing focus on

contextual aspects underlying their research approaches.

7 Summary and Perspectives

This study perhaps raises more questions than answers about the ways in which contextual

issues and concerns may influence researchers’ practices and productions when they design

and analyse teaching experiments based on the use of ILEs.

As far as contextual issues are concerned, the TELMA teams directly approached the

practical problem of how different groups of researchers, working in different contexts, are

able to understand and make use of each other’s work. The main results of the cross-

experimentation generated a somewhat pragmatic definition of context and the develop-

ment of an analytical tool for identifying and describing contextual issues. The develop-

ment of the methodological tool for context analysis has been concerned with:

• the identification of contextual issues which had not been focused explicitly in the

mathematics education community and

• the comprehensive inclusion of these issues into the analysis as an integral part of the

research paradigm.

The main focus was centered on the issue of the diversity of the various teams’ contexts

in which tasks were designed and technologies used. For that reason, the notion of context

was understood in a very wide sense as evidenced by the descriptions produced in the

preceding paragraphs in which contexts may be conceived as to have disclosed the com-

plexity of the notion of context itself.

The use of this methodological tool in the analysis of the cross-experimentation in the

role of a boundary object shows that all the contextual concerns mentioned were addressed,

but with evident differences in emphasis and extent. The use of the tool as a boundary

object made it legitimate, appropriate and necessary for the teams to express their con-

cerns, theoretical approaches and contextual specificities while making explicit charac-

teristics of their research which would not otherwise be visible to the other teams. We

suggest that mechanisms enhancing sensitivity and awareness of contextual issues in

design research such as that of boundary objects may prove to be necessary for the

produced knowledge to be better understood more widely. What is important is that

through the use of boundary objects, exemplifying contextual issues gained a social

legitimacy in the sense that it was operational to the process of the joint research. The

analysis shows how such a process may reveal tacit aspects of context which nevertheless
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have an important bearing on productions and knowledge emerging from a research

experiment. How for instance the two teams working with Aplusix developed such dif-

ferent tasks even though they had compatible theoretical frames and experimented in the

same culture. How the CNR-ITD and NKUA-ETL teams’ differing perceptions of time

restriction resulted in circumventing engagement with the respective schools as organi-

zations. How the IOE and CNR-ITD teams’ approach to the teachers taking part in the

study inadvertently influenced the classroom milieu and resulting analyses. It also became

apparent to us that the ways in which these issues affected the whole process of research

and inevitably its outcomes were very complex. Further research on the ways context

influences the whole cycle of digital tool design and production, design research and theory

building, we feel will contribute to understanding theoretical constructs and frames

themselves and also the kinds of impact they may have on pedagogy across cultures.

As a result of this study we felt that some reworking is necessary in order to make the

notion of context more technical and operational. Especially in the case of design research,

interventions in a specific context require dynamic perceptions of context, where situated

cognition theory, street mathematics, ethno-mathematics and even political dimensions of

mathematics education have an important bearing. In the case of digital media however,

there are particular issues to bear in mind. The dynamics of the production of these media

is one, the dynamics of researchers intervening to infuse innovations in the educational

system and directly addressing teachers operating within that system is another. One

possibility is to distinguish only between two main dimensions of context: the context of
situation (for instance, for a student at school the immediate situation context—the

classroom, the activity, etc—within he/she engages in the education experience) where an

individual is immediately embedded and a more general context of culture which includes

the former (for instance, for the student, but also for the teacher, this means school

institution, but also the world outside the school) (Morgan 2006). Let us point out that,

even when introducing only these two dimensions, one can nevertheless think of context in

at least two different but complementary ways:

• as centred on subjects—individuals and communities as well—and as an enlarging

sphere that progressively includes and organizes in a consistent system more and more

elements;

• as centred on activities, based on the articulation, distinction and relation between

different activities, for instance between the design and the possible uses of a tool (use

intended in a very general sense, for instance in the school practice, or in the

experimental situation).

The TELMA teams felt that this approach would warrant further cross-experimentation

in situations where ample time could be spent on design and implementation in schools and

would also involve the development in digital media. This kind of work can be found in a

subsequent venture, mentioned also in the introduction of this paper, a European project

titled ‘ReMath’.
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